Using a simple field-theoretic model we show that, in the zero binding limit, the relativistic deuteron wave function has a cluster decomposition; i.e., factors into two separate nucleon wave functions convoluted with a body wave function.
Introduction
From the standpoint of quantum chromodynamics the deuteron is a complex dynamical system. At large distances the deuteron is evidently well described as aJ=l, 1=0, Q=l composite of two nucleon clusters with binding energy -2.2 MeV, together with small admixtures of AA and virtual meson components. However, at short distances, in the region where all six quarks overlap within a distance R = l/Q + 0, one can show rigorously that the deuteron state in QCD necessarily has "fractional parentage" (l/9) np, (4/45) AA, and 4/5 "hidden color" (nonnuclear) components. Is2 In fact, at any momentum scale the deuteron cannot be described solely in terms of standard nuclear physics degrees of freedom, and in principle, any physical or dynamical property of the deuteron is modified by the presence of such non-Abelian components. For example, the standard "impulse approximation" form for the deuteron form factor (ignoring spin).
h(Q') = FdbodY(Q2) F,(Q2) , (1-l) where F, is the on-shell nucleon form factor, cannot be precisely valid at any momentum transfer scale Q2 = -q2 # 0 because of hidden color components.
More important, even if only the nucleon-nucleon component were important,
Eq. (1.1) cannot be reliable for composite nucleons since the struck nucleon is necessarily off-shell in the nuclear wave function: Ilc" -Ic21 -iQ2 (see Fig. 1 ).
Thus in general one requires knowledge of the nucleon form factors FN( q2, k2, k") for the case in which one or both nucleon legs are off-shell. 3 In QCD such amplitudes have completely different dynamical dependence compared to the on-shell form factors.
Although Eq. (1.1) h as b een used extensively in nuclear physics as a starting point for the analysis of nuclear form factors, its range of validity has never been seriously questioned. Certainly in the non-relativistic domain where target recoil and off-shell effects can be neglected, the charge form factor of a composite system can be computed from the convolution of charge distributions. However, in the general situation, the struck nucleon must transfer a large fraction of its momentum to the spectator system, rendering the nucleon state off-shell. As we shall show here, the region of validity of Eq. (1.1) for the deuteron is very small:
i.e., Q 5 100 MeV. H owever, in this region the nucleon form factor does not deviate significantly from unity,4 so eq. (1.1) is of doubtful utility.
The deuteron form factor Fd (Q2), by definition, is the probability amplitude for the deuteron to stay intact after absorbing momentum transfer Q. If the deuteron is taken as a lightly-bound cluster of two nucleons, then the form factor contains the probability amplitudes for each nucleon to remain intact after absorbing momentum transfer -qp/2. Thus, it is natural to factorize Fd in the form5 1;;1(Q") = fdQ2) J3Q2/4) , (1.2) which defines the "reduced" form factor fd(Q2 
where 7"; is the 6q + 7* + 6q hard scattering amplitude and8
is the deuteron distribution amplitude, the probability amplitude to find six quarks within a distance l/Q in the deuteron wavefunction. If the hard scattering amplitude factorizes:
then the reduced form factor factorization Eq. (1.2) immediately follows. The reduced amplitude tH controls the fall-off of fd(Q2). The hard scattering amplitude TH is the perturbative amplitude for the six quarks to scatter from collinear to the initial two-nucleon configuration to collinear with the final two-nucleon configuration, where each nucleon has roughly equal momentum. We argue the dominant configuration for this recombination is the quark interchange plus one gluon ex-
Note that in the case of color SU (3), where the gluon is a color octet, single-gluon exchange between the color-singlet nucleons is forbidden. Thus at lowest order in cr,(Q2) th ere must also be an interchange of quarks between the nucleons in order to satisfy the color selection rules. This quark interchange model automatically satisfies factorization for the hard scattering amplitude (1.7), with (1.8) Using this quark interchange model we derive the reduced form factor defined in Eq. (1.2). Th is verifies the transition of the deuteron form factor from the standard impulse approximation to the reduced form.
One implication of this derivation of the reduced form factor using the quark interchange model is that the normalization of the reduced form factor can be approximately calculated in perturbative QCD theory without direct evaluation of the hard scattering amplitude TH. Note that over 300,000 diagrams containing 
THE IMPULSE APPROXIMATION
The form factor of the deuteron is given exactly in terms of the light-cone
Fock state expansion by8 (a sum over Fock components is understood)
where C& is absorbed by uth quark, pL = Q2, and where the kernel V can be obtained by calculating the diagrams shown in Fig. 4 .
The weak binding of the deuteron forces y -). On the average we expect the struck and interchanged quark to have roughly the same x. Using this approximation we obtain the factorization of the form factor from Eq. (2.10):
where the reduced form factor fd($f) is defined by , (2.25) and C is determined by value of the kernel V. More generally, we may iterate the wavefunction wherever large momentum transfer is required and in this way build up the entire T' contribution to the form factor, as in Eq. (1.6). Equation (2.2) is thus the same form as Eq. (1.2). This proves the transition of the form factor at large Iail (kZ.1 B l&l or ILI) f rom the impulse approximation form to the reduced form.
In the full QCD analysis, the iteration of the gluon exchange kernel leads to a logarithmically evoluting distribution amplitude which replaces $$,(@.
At large Q2 the gluon exchange kernel generates other color singlet configuration of six quarks, so that the approximation that the deuteron only consists of a nucleon pair breaks down. The complete calculation of the deuteron form factor thus requires the inclusion of these other components. The reduced form factor prediction is useful for incorporating non-leading power law corrections, but it does not include the hidden color contributions of the deuteron wavefunction (see Fig. 5 ).
The definition of fd (Q2 We have also discussed a simple quark interchange model. Using this model one can not only avoid the enormous labor8 (300,000 diagrams) required to calculate the hard scattering amplitude directly, but it also allows one to connect the reduced form factor with the phenomenological value T,&$,(@, the deuteron body wave function at origin. 
